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25 recipes of SLIME

Author and illustrations: Adrián Pérez Rama

25 recipes of SLIME is here! With this book you can create your own 
SLIME, the homemade toy that is sweeping our streets, schools … and 
on the Internet. Its different textures, shapes and colors will leave you im-
pressed. All recipes are WITHOUT BORAX! Adrián, from the YouTube 
channel “Artistadas en casa” will teach us in this book how to make 25 
types of SLIME, as well as many tricks, tips and everything you need to 
know about this funny homemade toy. Are you a SLIME fan? If so, this 
book is PERFECT for you. Still do not know what the SLIME is? Open this 
book and let yourself BE SURPRISED The author is Adrián Pérez Rama, 
from the YouTube channel “Artistadas en casa” What is “Artistadas en 
casa”? “Artistadas en casa” is an entertainment YouTube channel. Most of 
his videos are dedicated to the creation of SLIME of different colors, sizes, 
textures, etc., although he also uploads DIY’S videos, tricks, CHALLENGES 
and MUCH MORE. His style has captured the attention of many people 
who have felt inspired or entertained by its content. Without a doubt, if you 
are a fan of doing SLIME this channel is for you.

Title: 25 recetas de SLIME
16,5 cm x 24 cm. 56 pp.
Rights available for all languages

SpottEd or StrIpEd?

Author and illustrations: Estefanía Padullés

Once upon a time there was a jungle in 
which all its inhabitants had stained skin. 
Their lives were very happy, except for 
one thing: they were very afraid of the 
striped animals that lived in the jungle on 
the other side of the river. But one day, 
Leopardo goes out to explore ...

A STORY WITH SPOTS
AND STRIPES TO LEARN

TO RESPECT THE DIFFERENCE

Title: ¿A manchas o a rayas?
20 cm x 20 cm. 32 pp.
Rights available for all languages
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tHE BIG HoUSE

Author: João Ribeiro 
Illustrations: Ricardo Rodrigues

In La Casa Grande, João Manuel Ribeiro presents a 
“Manifesto of Citizenship”. It deals with plurisignifica-
tive topics, such as different languages, latitudes, cul-
tures, colors and religious beliefs. The writer appeals 
to the small readers to share feelings such as love, 
truth and forgiveness. He invites them to participate 
in this challenge, which is the fight for the conquest of 
a universal language, new and common to all those 
who respect difference. La Casa Grande is a meta-
phorical album where you can learn to be a great citi-
zen who dreams without fear of aging and lives with 
intensity. The illustrations of Ricardo Rodrigues, in a 
particularly happy way, recreate the key moments of 
the text, as well as contemplate aspects that the verbal 
component does not include, enriching it.

Title: La Casa Grande
20 cm x 20 cm. 36 pp.
Rights available for all languages

rInG, rInG …! WHo rHyMES?

Author: Ana María Fernández 
Illustrations: Enrique López

Our lives are immersed in a beautiful and varied 
world. This idea is the starting point of the forty-
six poems that this work offers. The verses serve 
as a guide to visit very different spaces and to 
germinate sensations that help contemplate the 
surrounding reality with new perspectives. Riding 
on rhymes, we will travel through countless land-
scapes … the land and the mountains, the cradle 
and for the moon, the ground and for the sky, with 
trumpets and operettas, with giraffes and glasses, 
with whales and sirens, with friends, with friends, 
with pirates … and with you! With this book you 
can dream, you can laugh, you can dance, you 
can feel … With Ring, ring …! Who rhymes? … 
you can live.

Title: ¡Ring, ring…! ¿Quién rima?
20 cm x 20 cm. 56 pp.
Rights available for all languages
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My GrAndFAtHEr’S CoFFEr

Author: Xoán Babarro 
Illustrations: Estefanía Padullés

“I got used to seeing that old chest abandoned in an inac-
cessible place of the room and I began to fill it with the 
dreams of my distant grandfather. I imagined them floating 
like butterflies on tiny clouds. What could happen if we 
lift the lid? Would dreams fly away? When the decisive 
moment arrived and I opened it, I was surprised to see in 
its interior a lot of poems written on birch bark. Would my 
grandfather’s dreams really be enchanted in the form of 
verses?

Thanks to them I was able to discover a secret palace for 
my illusions. Read this book and try to find the ideal place 
for yours”.

Title: El baúl del abuelo Quintas
14 cm x 21 cm. 80 pp.
Rights available for all languages

HEALtHy LIFE!

Author: María Corbacho 
Illustrations: Enrique López

Why are fats so bad?
In what foods do we find proteins?

Why they you say you have to drink a lot of water?
Do you want to learn how to prepare some healthy and fun recipes?

How can we do more exercise in our daily lives?

To grow, to have strength and not to get sick, we need to eat several times a 
day and in a varied way, in addition to exercise and lead an active life.

Have you ever looked in the mirror and seen a thousand flaws?

Has anyone messed with you for your weight?

Taking care of yourself through food and exercise is only a small part of healthy 
living: loving oneself and respecting oneself is the most important thing, and we 
should start doing it from the beginning of our lives.

In Healthy Life! you will find a book of basic nutrition and healthy recipes, but 
also a manual of love for children, so that they learn to live healthy from today 
and forever.

Title: ¡Vida sana!
22 cm x 30 cm. 40 pp.
Rights available for all languages
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CLArA And tHE rAptUrE oF tHE SUnSEt

Author: José Julio Fernández Rodríguez 
Illustrations: Enrique López

A great disaster is about to occur because of the evil 
pollution: the beautiful sunset is in danger. Only Clara 
can prevent it, but she still does not know ... Her friends 
in the forest will be essential to help her in this compli-
cated mission.

“A fascinating adventure about bravery, 
the power of cooperation and the importance 

of caring for our planet”

“A story that becomes a true lesson in teamwork 
and the audacity of Clara in the face of the dangers 

of people-caused pollution”

Title: Clara y el rapto de la puesta de sol 
14 cm x 21 cm. 88 pp.
Rights available for all languages
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IS It CorrECt? 
the most fun and simple protocol guide for adults and children

Author: Concha Blanco & María Canosa 
Illustrations: Paula Mayor

Do I have to get up when someone is introduced to me?
Can I rest my forearms on the table when I’m eating?

Can my father accompany me to a job interview?
What do I take as a gift if invited to eat at a house?

All these questions and many more have their answer in “Is it 
correct ?”; A fun and easy guide, easy to read and manage 
and that will surely help to get the reader.

“Is it correct?” Is intended for adults, parents, teachers ... for lack of good manners is a matter of concern 
for the latter. But it is also child-oriented, as we are clear that it is better to learn good manners than 
small ones.

“Is it correct?” It is not a typical book of protocol or content —do not expect to find here how we dress 
for the red carpet—, or its design, with casual illustrations that invite us to approach the world of good 
manners in a fun way.

Title: ¿Será correcto?
 La guía de protocolo más divertida y sencilla para mayores y pequeños
22 cm x 17 cm. 88 pp.
Rights available for all languages
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My GrAndFAtHEr, KInG oF tHE SMALL tHInGS

Author: João Manuel Ribeiro 
Illustrations: Catarina Pinto

I have no throne, crown, or palace like the kings of the world. I am a 
king unlike any other. I am king of myself and of my own life. Being 
king, I am lord of all that belongs to me.

That is what it means to reign. I reign over my life, decide what to do, 
when and how to live. Kingdom over my thoughts and ideas. And I like 
to look at things, not how they really are, but how they could be or how 
I wish they were.

What I do is simple: I dream, I transform reality, I give free rein to the 
imagination. I do it in such a way that I do not know exactly where the 
real ends and the fantasy begins.

I did not understand half of what the grandfather told me, but I loved 
the way he spoke, his eyes flooded with joy, the simple gestures and the 
posture of a king. I thought: “Grandfather is king!” Long live the king! 
Long live the grandfather!

Title: Mi abuelo, rey de las pequeñas cosas 
14 cm x 21 cm. 80 pp.
Original in Portuguese. Rights sold to Italy and Slovenia. Other languages available

MAX And LEA

Author and illustrations: Estefanía Padullés

Max is a Tyrannosaurus rex; A dinosaur very big and 
very strong, and with a lot of fangs, so nobody dares 
to mess with him.

But at night things change ... and is that Max is very 
afraid of the dark.

Fed up with this situation, Max decides to ask for help to all the dinosaurs he knows ... but it 
seems that no one can solve his problem.

When Max is about to give up, little Lea crosses her path.

Can Lea help him?

Will Max succeed in finally conquering his fear of the night?

Title: Max y Lea
30 cm x 22 cm. 32 pp.
Rights available for all languages
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tHE SonG oF tHE SUn

Author and illustrations: Estefanía Padullés

Perico is a rooster who lives on a farm 
in the mountains. He is always the first 
to wake up because his job is to sing 
a song to call the sun.

But one day Perico falls asleep, and the sun does not come out. Will-
ing to solve this problem, Perico embarks on a paper boat trip to find 
the Sun and sing him his song.

Can he find the sun? Will Perico’s song make the sun come out again?

Title: La canción del Sol
32,5 cm x 22,5 cm. 24 pp.
Rights available for all languages

AStropAL. A CoMEt WItH A HEArt

Author: José Julio Fernández Rodríguez 
Illustrations: Laura González González

Astropal is a courageous comet 
that runs endlessly across the 
galaxy. One day, suddenly, he 
encounters a strange object.

With your wit and kind heart you will have to face a 
problem ...
Will he solve it?

Title: Astropal. Un cometa con corazón
32,5 cm x 22,5 cm. 16 pp.
Rights available for all languages
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CELIA’S SLIppEr

Author: Concha Blanco 
Illustrations: Dani Padrón

On the shelf of a store lives a slipper in the 
shape of a cow.

People go by and look at it, but they just ignore 
it ...

Until one day Celia enters and falls in love with 
her black and white spots.

But, fatality! The sneakers are pair and they are 
not sold one at a time!

Will Celia finally get her slip-on?

Title: La pantufla de Celia 
20 cm x 20 cm. 40 pp.
Rights available for all languages

CoSMo And tHE LoSt StAr

Author and illustrations: Marcos Neila Muro

Cosmo is a collector of stars that keeps them 
with mime and brings them shine every day. 
But one day he misses a copy of his collec-
tion ... and discovers a trail that goes from 
the shelf to the window, so he goes on his 
quest.

Cosmo asks his friends, neighbors, acquain-
tances, but nobody seems to listen to him. 
Until an old sun living nearby explains what 
is happening ...

Title: Cosmo y la estrella perdida 
20 cm x 20 cm. 60 pp.
Rights available for all languages
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–Las estrellas conceden deseos, pensó 
Klops, acercándose con cuidado. 
Intentó tranquilizarse para pensar 
un buen deseo que pedir, 
ya que era la primera vez 
que le pasaba algo así.

tHE dESIrE oF CAt KLopS

Author and illustrations: Estefanía Padullés

This graphic album relates, through the 
text and the magnificent illustrations, 
what happened to a nice domestic cat:

The cat Klops discovers a star and thinks 
about asking him a wish, but he does not 

just decide: to become a dragon? In monster In bird

And suddenly a brilliant idea comes to mind...

What have you finally asked for?

And, most importantly, will the star have given him his wish?

Title: El deseo del gato Klops 
27 cm x 17,5 cm. 32 pp.
Rights available for all languages
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Colección: Las amistades de Hércules /   
   / Hercules and Friends

Colección: Los imperdibles de Hércules /   
   / Hercules and the Unmissables

Las Amistades de Hércules comprises biographic novels of famous figures renowned 
for their prestige in diverse cultural environments, such as literary persons, fine art-
ists, sculptors, filmmakers, architects, musicians, and aims to bring their dreams, 
efforts and achievements closer to children, teens and young adults.

Los Imperdibles de Hércules consists of a careful selection of universal works of lit-
erature, in the form of classic adaptations and translations. However, the focal point 
of this series has been the latter: the translation of indispensable Children’s books 
and Young Adult Literature of any period, which remains unpublished in Spanish 
or Galician, and can incite and engage children, teens and young adults today.

From 6 to 9 years

RECOMMENDED AGES:

From 10 to 14 years

From 15 years

From 6 to 9 years

RECOMMENDED AGES:

From 10 to 14 years

From 15 years
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HErCULES And tHE MyStErIoUS nEWBEry MEdAL

Author: Flor-de-lis González Mujico 
Illustrations: Ricardo Martínez López

In this new adventure, Hercules discovers the existence of 
an important prize that is awarded annually to the best 
books for children and adolescents, and finds out that the 
prize owes its name to John Newbery, but ... does not 
know who he is! Searching on the Internet, he finds out that 
Newbery was a bookseller, editor of newspapers ... but, 
above all, a pioneer, since he is the first editor of Children’s 
and Juvenile Literature of History.

Intrigued by the life of such an illustrious personage, Her-
cules decides to program his time machine and to travel 
to eighteenth-century England to meet him in person. After 
her visit, Hercules learns, among other things, to respect 
the work of creators and publishers who succeed in making 
young people dream of their paper stories.

Title: Hércules y la misteriosa medalla Newbery 
17 cm x 22 cm. 56 pp.
Rights available for all languages

HÉrCULES dISCoVErS ELEnA FortÚn

Author: Carmen Ferreira Boo 
Illustrations: Lucía Baeza Lago

In this new title of the series “Hercules 
and Friends”, the protagonist discovers 
a book titled “Celia, what it says”. It 
caused him so much laughter that he de-
cided to travel in time to meet his author, 
Elena Fortun.

Elena was an imaginative, romantic, curi-
ous and very restless girl, who as an adult 
became a successful children’s story writer.

Title: Hércules descubre a Elena Fortún 
17 cm x 22 cm. 24 pp.
Rights available for all languages
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HÉrCULES And tHE MAGICAL BoX oF AnA MArÍA MAtUtE

Author: Clara Arranz 
Illustrations: Higinia Garay

In one of his travels in time, the intrepid Her-
cules has the opportunity to meet the writer 
Ana María Matute and her Gorogó doll. Do 
not you find it astonishing that Gorogó, the 
old doll of this passionate fantasy, comes 
alive? From the hand of this accomplice, Her-
cules walks the life of an advocate of three 
things with a reputation of little importance: 
children’s literature, stories and happiness. 
An adventure to approach an indispensable 
creator ...

Title: Hércules y la caja mágica de Ana María Matute 
17 cm x 22 cm. 32 pp.
Rights available for all languages

HÉrCULES tAKES A WALK WItH GLorIA FUErtES

Author: Matilde María Varela Ben 
Illustrations: Iratxe López de Munáin

Hercules discovers Gloria Fuertes as she recites 
poems with her hoarse voice on a television pro-
gram.

Excited to meet the children’s poet, he invites her 
to wander through the memories of his childhood 
and youth, when, very modern, he was on a bi-
cycle dressed in a skirt and tie. Gloria loves to in-
vent and “disentangle” stories, make crazy plays 
of words, create quirky characters and feel loved. 
And he even dares confess his funniest pranks!

Title: Hércules pasea con Gloria Fuertes 
17 cm x 22 cm. 32 pp.
Rights available for all languages
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HÉrCULES And tHE tIME MACHInE

Author: Clara Arranz & Matilde María Varela Ben 
Illustrations: Kika Hernández

Hercules has entrusted to his friend Cro-
nos a time machine to travel and to live 
new adventures ... and is that he misses 
his old trips around the world! While 
waiting, he decides to tell us his story, 
full of fascinating episodes, what do you 
think if we read what he tells us about his 
life and the many feats that have made 
him immortal?

Title: Hércules y la máquina del tiempo 
17 cm x 22 cm. 32 pp.
Rights available for all languages

HÉrCULES VISItS ÁLVAro CUnQUEIro

Author: Matilde María Varela Ben 
Illustrations: Minia Martínez Seijas

Our protagonist Hercules travels in his time 
machine to Mondoñedo, the birthplace of Ál-
varo Cunqueiro. To his surprise, the statue of 
the writer comes alive and accompanies him 
in this fun adventure. Together they are trans-
ported to other Galician cities full of memo-
ries. In a magical environment, Cunqueiro 
boasts of having achieved with his work that 
Galicia last a thousand more springs. And 
with that its true or heat: to dream.

Title: Hércules visita a Álvaro Cunqueiro 
17 cm x 22 cm. 32 pp.
Rights available for all languages
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tHE LIttLE CoLonEL

Author: Annie Fellows Johnston 
Illustrations: Paula Mayor

The story that Hercules recommends this time 
is in the American state of Kentucky. A witty 
little girl (Lloyd Sherman) and her dog (Fritz) 
sneak into the property of an old, sullen colo-
nel. The initial anger of the man soon gives 
way to a great complicity between them, 
until Lloyd’s father returns from his business 
trip to the West. From then on, the relation-
ship between the girl and the colonel is put 
to the test ...

Title: La pequeña coronel 
17 cm x 22 cm. 80 pp.
Rights available for all languages

tHE SpIdEr And tHE SILKWorM

Author: Mar Fernández Vázquez 
Illustrations: Jon González Arroyo

Our friend Hercules finds a few pieces of 
paper inside a house in Tenerife, and he can 
not avoid the temptation to read them. Thus 
he discovers the story of a silkworm and a 
spider who work hard at their tasks. And 
although the spider mocks the worm by how 
slow it is, it goes on without even knowing 
it. A story that teaches us that the quality 
of a work is judged by the result obtained 
and not by the speed with which it Has been 
performed.

Title: El gusano de seda y la araña 
17 cm x 22 cm. 24 pp.
Rights available for all languages
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La sabana africana es el escenario 
de esta nueva historia que nos sugiere 

nuestro amigo Hércules. 
Las vidas de un león y un pastor de ovejas
se cruzan por casualidad… no sólo una vez,

sino dos… Una historia que nos enseña
que nuestros buenos actos

siempre serán recompensados.

Una
de las principales 

distracciones de Hércules 
en el Olimpo ha sido 

frecuentar su enorme biblioteca 
y sumergirse en los libros.

Ahora quiere compartir 
sus favoritos con vosotros. 

En esta colección podrás vivir otras vidas 
y descubrir historias cautivadoras.

Hércules está deseando que te gusten.

tHE LIon And tHE SHEpHErd

Author: Carmen Ferreira Boo 
Illustrations: Minia Martínez Seijas

The African savannah is the setting 
for this new story that our friend 
Hercules suggests to us. The lives of 
a lion and a shepherd cross each 
other casually-not just once but 
twice-a story that teaches us that 
our good deeds will always be re-
warded.

Title: El león y el pastor 
17 cm x 22 cm. 24 pp.
Rights available for all languages
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GALICIA dISCoVErInG pArAdISE

Author: Matilde María Varela Ben 
Illustrations: José Salgado, Antón Rodicio, Xulio Correa Corredoira

This book has its origin in the repeated suggestions and requests 
of many booksellers so that we publish a book on Galicia with the 
quality of Hercules and at a very affordable price; Well, we have 
listened to them and Galicia: Discovering Paradise is the result.

The reasons they gave us were that many “cruiseers” request these 
types of books, and also Erasmus students who come to Galicia 

are looking for a book of these characteristics to carry as a souvenir of their stay in Galicia upon returning to 
their countries.

Precisely for this reason the book has also been published in English (Galicia: Discovering Paradise), so that 
the brief texts that describe and complement the photographs, can be understood in all the countries of origin 
of the thousands of people who visit us every year.

It is very difficult to express through a volume of this format the infinite beauty that Galicia treasures; The 
selection becomes difficult because it would take ten large-format books to collect it, but at least we believe 
that Galicia: Discovering Paradise - with the fantastic photographs by José Salgado, Antón Rodicio and Xulio 
Correa - is a small index, a synthesis of the beauty of this paradise called Galicia.

Title: Galicia descubriendo el paraíso/Galicia discovering paradise
24 cm x 16,5 cm. 128 pp.
Original in Spanish and English. Other languages available

FASHIon. tHE EIGHtH Art

Author: José María Paz Gago

The ultimate goal of this book is to think fashion. To think fash-
ion in order to understand it and to reveal its hidden mysteries.

In these pages, an intellectual history of fashion is outlined. It 
analyzes the ideas of philosophers, writers, sociologists, psy-
chologists, and semiologists in its five stages: Beginnings, Art-à-
porter, Prêt- À-porter, Trend-à-porter and Net-à-porter, to come 
to the conclusion that fashion is art, art of seduction.

One of the greatest fashion designers of all time, Cristóbal 
Balenciaga, already considered himself a total artist, practic-
ing an art that synthesizes all the others.

This vision of fashion as a synthesis of the other arts justifies the 
label claimed by the author for fashion in this book: Eighth Art.

Title: La moda. El octavo arte 
16,5 cm x 24 cm. 224 pp.
Rights available for all languages
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KEyS to drESS WELL 
WItHoUt BEInG rUInEd In tHE tryInG

Author: Begoña Peñamaría Marcos

What do I wear to go to a wedding? And to go to 
a job interview? What accessories do I choose for 
a day dress? How do I dress according to my age 
and my physical configuration? 

Surely you’ve done all these questions more than 
once. To answer them, Begoña Peñamaría -designer 
and fashion businesswoman, as well as writer-, of-
fers you in this manual the keys to be seen in an 
appropriate way in all moments and facets of life. 
You will also find other tips that will help you build 
a good wardrobe, to buy in the sales, etc.

Title: Claves para vestir bien sin arruinarnos en el intento 
16,5 cm x 24 cm. 152 pp.
Rights available for all languages

CLICK And CooK HEALtHy!

Author: María Corbacho 
Illustrations: Paula Mayor

After the success of Click and live healthy!, with thousands of copies 
sold, María Corbacho approaches more closely the world of healthy 
cooking in CLICK AND COOK HEALTHY!, a healthy recipe book with 
which you will learn how to cook healthy dishes, but also fun and origi-
nal, and with which you will feel good inside and out. Although it is a 
recipe book, in CLICK AND COOK HEALTHY! you will find many more 
things: the fundamentals of healthy living, nutritional pictures, tricks to 
combat the much feared anxiety, ideas to dress according to your sil-
houette or tips to make the ideal shopping list. In addition you will find 
pages with fun tests on your lifestyle and your current eating habits, or 
with plans to organize your own weekly menus.

But a book by María Corbacho would not be complete without a part 
dedicated to motivation, and thus you will see inspirational phrases 
and illustrations, reflections and positive thoughts, which as the author 
says are other “keys to achieving the purpose of healthy life, Because 
EVERYTHING STARTS IN YOUR MIND AND IN YOUR THOUGHTS”.

Title: ¡Haz click y cocina sano!
16,5 cm x 24 cm. 184 pp.
Rights available for all languages
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CLICK And LIVE HEALtHy!

Author: María Corbacho 
Illustrations: Paula Mayor

Click and live healthy! does not contain miraculous or 
medical formulas, but the key to the author’s experience 
is to stimulate us: recognizing that we have a problem 
is the first step in learning how to live differently and 
to maintain the patterns acquired forever. Because true 
transformation does not begin the day you change your 
eating, but the one that changes your way of thinking.

Stories of personal improvement, positive thoughts, ex-
ercise guidelines and recipes make up this manual of 
self-love, this guide to learn to love oneself, to live in a 
healthy way forever and, especially, to really believe that 
we deserve a healthy body in a healthy mind.

Title: ¡Haz click y vive sano!
16,5 cm x 24 cm. 184 pp.
Rights available for all languages

35

“Porque nadie puede saber por ti. Nadie 

puede crecer por ti. Nadie puede buscar 

por ti. Nadie puede hacer por ti lo que 

tú mismo debes hacer. La existencia no 

admite representantes”. (Jorge Bucay)

Pero no hay que obsesionarse: cuanta 

más presión, ansiedad y estrés, más 

se aleja el objetivo final de conseguir 

empezar una vida saludable. 

Perder peso debe ser siempre conse-

cuencia de que uno mismo esté prepara-

do para alcanzar esa meta sana. De vol-

ver a mirarte al espejo y decir: ¡Me quiero! 

El mayor consejo que alguien te puede 

ofrecer cuando decidas dar un paso tan 

importante en tu vida como es cambiar la 

forma de alimentarte, es que lo hagas por ti 

mismo. Y aquí podría terminar este libro, 

porque es la máxima de cualquier dieta. 

No es fácil. Todo el mundo te dice que te 

centres en ti, pero después espera que 

pienses primero en los demás, porque 

si no eres un egoísta. Contradicciones. 

Pero hay veces en las que hay que 

pensar en uno para aprender a 

quererse. No a comer, sino a quererse 

y respetarse. 

Me encantaría poder deciros que ha 

llegado vuestro momento, que tenéis 

que hacer tal cosa para que eso suceda 

y poder emprender vuestro camino 

hacia una alimentación sana, pero es 

algo que cada uno siente dentro de sí. 

Nunca en el mismo momento pero sí 

con el mismo sentimiento. 

Porque antes o después, por una cosa o 

por otra, ese CLICK salta siempre y, lo 

más importante, definitivamente. 

CHILdrEn WItH SpECIAL CApACItIES

Author: Pablo Pineda

After the success of Click and live healthy!, with thousands of copies 
sold, María Corbacho approaches more closely the world of healthy 
cooking in CLICK AND COOK HEALTHY!, a healthy recipe book with 
which you will learn how to cook healthy dishes, but also fun and origi-
nal, and with which you will feel good inside and out. Although it is a 
recipe book, in CLICK AND COOK HEALTHY! you will find many more 
things: the fundamentals of healthy living, nutritional pictures, tricks to 
combat the much feared anxiety, ideas to dress according to your sil-
houette or tips to make the ideal shopping list. In addition you will find 
pages with fun tests on your lifestyle and your current eating habits, or 
with plans to organize your own weekly menus.

But a book by María Corbacho would not be complete without a part 
dedicated to motivation, and thus you will see inspirational phrases 
and illustrations, reflections and positive thoughts, which as the author 
says are other “keys to achieving the purpose of healthy life, Because 
EVERYTHING STARTS IN YOUR MIND AND IN YOUR THOUGHTS”.

Title: Niños con capacidades especiales
16,5 cm x 24 cm. 184 pp.
Rights sold to Germany, Chile and Costa Rica
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BArtABAC. 
Keys to enjoy fashion, beauty tricks and secret addresses

Author: Silvia García 
Illustrations: Paula Mayor

GALICIA GLASS By GLASS

Author: Mariano Fisac 
Illustrations: Paula Mayor 

Mariano Fisac   had already taught us to drink good wines without ruining us from 
his blog, Mileurismo Gourmet. Now, from the pages of this book, he shows us a 
Galicia of grapes and vineyards that return the respect to the earth, producing 
wines that awaken all the senses before reaching the palate.
Do you need to “know about wine” to enjoy it? The answer is NO, but even if 
you want to go deeper in this world and really “know about wine”, you only need 
your eyes, your nose, your mouth and some time.
Here is the core idea that guides this book, especially dedicated to those who 
want to appreciate and enjoy wine without great paraphernalia.
In these pages only have producers that make traditional elaborations and do 
without aggressive residual treatments with the environment.
Galicia is not only land of albariños. This land hides great world class whites, and 
tasty reds, elegant, intense, refreshing and unique.
Pepe Solla (in the Foreword)
(...) it has done an unpayable job to recover and enhance the native grapes, the 
old ones, which sometimes we thought forgotten and even not valuable! But luckily 
a handful of heroes whom we know in this book are preserving that heritage, and 
now we are grateful for it.

Title: Galicia entre copas
16,5 cm x 24 cm. 240 pp.
Rights available for all languages

Silvia was clear that she wanted to write a book that made fashion fun, 
with keys to face the closet every day, to organize and create versatile 
styles from the simplicity but without fear of risk and innovation to find 
that style that favors us and with which we feel comfortable. Basic with 
essential garments and looks suitable for each season, without forget-
ting her beauty tricks.

In addition to revealing her sources of inspiration and advising us when 
shopping, the author dedicates an extensive section to her other pas-
sion, traveling, and she discovers for us the capitals of the fashion world 
(New York, Paris, London ...) but also hidden places, and each destina-
tion is an opportunity to suggest looks, to recommend establishments 
and to share her secret addresses.

Style keys, wardrobe confidences, beauty tricks or tips to get the most 
out of our clothes make up a good part of this book.

Title: Bartabac. Claves para disfrutar con la moda, trucos de belleza y direcciones secretas
16,5 cm x 24 cm. 192 pp.
Rights available for all languages
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InSIdE LoVELy pEpA’S WorLd

Author: Alexandra Pereira Romero 
Illustrations: Paula Mayor 

For over 4 years, Alexandra Pereira has been writing brief blog 
posts on the latest fashion trends, her look of the day, her trips, 
her professional commitments, in short, her vertiginous daily 
life, via her very successful blog Lovely Pepa.

Not only does she share her personal secrets with us, but in 
this book, Alexandra also reveals her principles in relation to 
fashion, beauty, and diet. And offers advice and tricks on how 
to always look immaculate and healthy. In fact, Alexandra fi-
nally gets to answer, in detail and with the dedication they truly 
deserve, all of those questions that millions of her followers have 
been posing for ages, such as what the essential items in your 
wardrobe should be, how to create various completely different 
looks from one item, or even how to eat well, or deal with stress.

Title: El mundo de Lovely Pepa
16,5 cm x 24 cm. 192 pp.
Rights available for all languages

drESSInG FroM tHE FEEt Up

Author: David García Bragado 

“Dress from the feet” is the slogan chosen by David Garcia Bragado to name a 
successful blog in which, since 2012, shares with his followers the keys of mas-
culine elegance.
The choice of name is not casual, but a tribute to the garments traditionally worn 
by men, trousers and breeches, characterized by the fact that they could only dress 
from the bottom up. 
With the same philosophy of recovering the elegance of men as always, David 
Garcia Bragado makes in this book a meticulous tour of the clothes and the ap-
propriate occasions to use them. Classic or contemporary, these pages reveal 
the keys of an authentic gentleman and the essential pieces in his dressing room.
To do this, the author reveals all the possibilities of the men’s wardrobe, with their 
successes and their errors.
For both fashion enthusiasts and those who find it hard to come up with their own 
keys, this style manual is an essential reference, a “basic” that every man should 
have as a bedside book.
“It was an honor to be invited to write this prologue to the intelligent and insightful 
book of David Garcia Bragado on the theme of the wardrobe of a perfect gentle-
man. His research is enormous and this edition is an invaluable book for any man 
who is beginning his quest for sartorial excellence”

Mr. James Sherwood, author of the prologue.Title: Vestirse por los pies
16,5 cm x 24 cm. 232 pp.
Rights available for all languages
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At JoHn LEnnon’S HoUSE

Author: Rosaura López Lorenzo,  
written with the help of Eduardo Herrero Lapido

Rosaura was present throughout some of the most intimate years of Len-
non’s life; a time when little is known about his activities as he opted to 
stay at home and devote himself to his wife and family. This Galician 
woman was a privileged eye-witness of the daily life of this idol of 
masses in a setting that even today draws dozens of curious onlookers 
every day.
Financial profit was the last thing on Rosaura’s mind. Indeed, it was 
only following the continued insistence of Lennon’s devoted fans that 
she agreed to share her experiences with the rest of the world: in ad-
dition to her memories, this work also features photographs, notes, 
sketches and gifts given to Rosaura by the Lennons. Snapshots of the 
domestic life of this Liverpool-born man, who, in the company of three 
friends, moved the world with his music and messages.
Rosaura’s work (written with the help of her friend, the journalist Edu-
ardo Herrero) is an affectionate insight into her unique experience with 
the Lennon family in New York’s emblematic Dakota Building.

Title: En casa de John Lennon
21 cm x 15 cm. 160 pp.
Rights available for all languages
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tHE dEAtH oF My FAtHEr

Author: Afonso Eiré

The death of my father. A story, a sea of feelings, a personal 
story that becomes universal at the same time as we see our-
selves reflected in the episodes, the reflections, the anxieties 
and the anguish, fear and pain, but also hope, calm and 
resignation ... And irony. And pieces of personal history that 
transcend and become life lessons that explain the past (the 
proclamation of the Republic, the Civil War as a soldier and 
human relations).

Mixed life and death, holding hands in a hospital.

Literature with capital letters, with emotions that are devoured 
or engulfed and words that reach the heart like hot embers 
and trap our thoughts as spells. Its effects do not fade when 
you finish reading.

Title: A morte do meu pai
16,5 cm x 24 cm. 160 pp.
Rights available for all languages

StrAKAS. HIStory oF An InFAMy

Author: David Otero Arias

Strakas is the nickname of a boy born in 1940 in the suburbs 
of a little town. Torn out by the authorities of the brothel where 
his mother worked, his childhood in the orphanage toughened 
up his characte and by the age of twelve, he had already 
drawn up a survival plan, whose objective was to be become 
rich and get away.
But destiny makes him meet again his first teacher Aurita, who, 
unknowingly, is in danger. And what seemed like a perfect 
plan is overwhelmed by the harsh reality, much more dramatic 
than he had ever imagined. And the tension grows and events 
rush, and every time calm comes back, a new front opens.
Strakas is not a friendly character, but that’s precisely why he 
ends up being a very real and close character. We are all a 
little Strakas, for good and for bad.

Title: Strakas. Historia de una infamia
16,5 cm x 24 cm. 272 pp.
Rights available for all languages
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